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IN THIS ISSUE...
The last 12 months have seen the EOS Ecology team expanding our education and
engagement programmes, while continuing to provide ecological advice and expertise on
a range of restoration and construction sites. On a daily basis we’re aware of the fact that
we are privileged to work in a field we find meaningful and practical. Hopefully our efforts
contribute to the improvement of our local freshwater environments, and the community’s
relationship with and understanding of them. It’s why we come to the office each day.
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RESCUE STATISTICS

by Alex James / Senior Freshwater Ecology Scientist

Interest in the condition of urban streams seems to be on an upward
trajectory. Understandably, this is focused on locations people can freely
access and interact with. However, in many cities natural streams have
been extensively piped to provide land for development and alleviate flood
and disease risk. In many catchments, only short sections of open channel
remain. For obvious reasons, ecological information on these streams is
derived from these open sections, even though they only make up a small
percentage of total stream length. The piped sections that join isolated
open reaches are often managed as part of the stormwater network and
largely ignored from an ecological perspective. But what are we missing by
ignoring these highly modified streams?
Wellington has steep topography and numerous small coastal catchments leading
to several suburbs where open stream channels are now only found as fragmented
remnants. With the exception of some anecdotal reports of eels down stormwater
grates near the Basin Reserve, piped streams in Wellington have previously only been
considered as a migration pathway for particularly adventurous freshwater fishes (e.g.,
banded kōkopu, kōaro and tuna/eels). In conjunction with Greater Wellington Regional
Council and Wellington City Council we have instigated a piped stream ecology pilot
study to gain a better understanding of this hidden, but relatively common freshwater
ecosystem under the streets of Wellington. Continued...

world fish
migration day
2018:
Local kids had a blast
at WFMD in April
this year. Held at
the Margaret Mahy
playground in central
Christchurch, our
giant Īnanga Quest
board game, puzzles
and colouring-in
activities proved
popular.
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The first stage of the study was a manhole lifting exercise to
identify suitable sites for more detailed survey. Using stormwater
pipe and manhole GIS layers supplied by Wellington Water
Limited (WWL), we were able to compile a list of potential
manholes that fulfilled certain criteria such as not being on a
road, providing entry to a pipe of sufficient size for a person to
enter, and having open channel habitat somewhere upstream
where fish are present. With the assistance of a WWL approved
contractor, we then lifted the lids of twenty manholes across
three catchments (Miramar, Pae Kawakawa Stream, and Waitangi
Stream) and collected various data including gas testing of the air,
depth to streambed, water depth and velocity, and substrate type.
Given the actual entry of piped streams requires specialist training
and health and safety procedures, we collected trial samples of
macroinvertebrates from the surface using a long handled net
down sixteen of the manholes.
We found twenty-one macroinvertebrate taxa across the sixteen
samples, an impressive number given the small sampling area
and fairly inefficient sampling method. Oligochaete worms
and Potamopyrgus snails accounted for 50% and 20% of all
invertebrates captured respectively. The larvae of seven Dipteran
taxa accounted for 12%, raising the question of where they came
from. Do some taxa complete their life cycle including the adult
flying phase underground in near total darkness?

Another surprise was the sighting of eels down two of the
manholes. We were either very lucky or eels are relatively
abundant in these piped streams. These sightings also occurred

in catchments where to the best of our knowledge, eels have not
been reported in recent times so these sightings have effectively
doubled the catchment fish species richness (banded kōkopu
are already known from each). One of these eels was a shortfin
eel in a catchment where there is no apparent surface habitat
of sufficient size for such a large individual. Is it possible that it
has spent its entire life since returning to freshwater within the
piped stream network?
These initial glimpses into a forgotten ecosystem highlighted
several notable characteristics including the existence of
patches of cobble substrate (rather than just bare concrete),
accumulations of detritus (e.g., leaves, woody debris), spider
webs (implying flying insects within pipes), a surprisingly
diverse macroinvertebrate assemblage, and the presence of
eels. The next phase of the study involves detailed habitat
characterisation, sticky trapping of flying insects, quantitative
benthic macroinvertebrate sampling, and a fish survey at six sites
across four catchments.
The assigning of ecological values to piped urban streams will
elevate their status beyond just being fish passage highways
and opens the possibility of managing piped sections for
more than just efficient stormwater conveyance. While they
will always be highly modified ecosystems, perhaps piped
streams can be retrofitted to improve certain ecological form
and functions (e.g., pool habitat, retention of organic material,
remediation of fish barriers).

LIFE ON THE INSIDE...
There’s a whole universe of the
weird and wonderful waiting
to be discovered by daring
explorers inside our
piped waterways.
This pipe was
at Miramar
Park.

Shortfin eel,
approximately
70 cm long.
Freshwater
Ecologist.
A most unusual
species.

Organic material
(e.g., leaves)
provide energy
source.
Coarse stony
substrate
increases habitat
complexity.

A spoon...
of course!?
Sadly, knife &
fork still MIA.
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Spider webs
contain evidence
of flying adult
insects.

enhancing ecology & infrastructure
Wellington harbour Eastern Bays AEE

by Shelley McMurtrie / Principal Aquatic Ecology Scientist, Kirsty Brennan / Environmental Scientist, Alex James

The Hutt City Council is seeking to improve cycling and
pedestrian safety by creating a shared path that will
run along the coastal edge of the Wellington Harbour
Eastern Bays, from Point Howard to Windy Point.

1.

This project includes the upgrading of seawalls along the

coastal edge to improve protection from storm surges and

The project area.
1. Broad-scale habitat mapping.

2. Diloma were abundant
in the intertidal area.

3. Well...it won’t be
difficult to improve
this stretch
of habitat.

improve sea level rise resilience. EOS Ecology provided

ecological expertise for intertidal ecology and freshwater fish
passage. This entailed providing...
»»

broad-scale habitat mapping

»»

input into a multi-criteria assessment process for
establishing design options

»»
»»
»»

intertidal ecology surveys

GIS mapping and project calculations

producing intertidal ecology and freshwater fish passage
AEE reports.

2.

Along the project area we identified fourteen piped stream
outlets of potential concern from a fish passage perspective.
Five were confirmed to have migratory freshwater fish
upstream (banded kōkopu) and another six to possibly have
fish present based on available habitat. Whilst there was
unlikely to be a change in existing fish passage for most outlets,
guidance was provided for those outlets that could become
elevated above beach level, requiring additional fish passage
features such as the provision of ramps or mussel spat rope.

The majority of the existing shoreline contains seawalls with

very little ecological value. We put forward a number of seawall
enhancement options to improve the ability of intertidal biota
to colonise these surfaces. Some options included...
»»

the creation of textures (holes and crevices) to the
otherwise smooth curved seawalls

»»

the reuse of existing colonised rocky material in front of the
new seawalls.

»»

3.

the creation of rock pools attached to the seawall surface, or
drilled into rock material

Such features will not only help to improve the currently poor
intertidal habitats of the existing seawalls, but also provide

locations for easier public access to the wonderful world of
intertidal biota.
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SCIENCE STORIES

tiakina ngā ika / save the fish!
by Shelley McMurtrie, Siobhán Culhane / Freshwater Ecology Scientist

Over the years we’ve rescued thousands of fish from
construction sites that could have otherwise died or been
injured. In Canterbury, since the introduction of the joint
Environment Canterbury-Christchurch City Council ‘Fish
Salvage Guidelines for Work in Waterways’ in October
2017, fish rescues from construction sites have become
more formalised and there’s greater awareness by
contractors to incorporate fish removal into their projects.

To help contractors understand electrofishing
(a common fish rescue method) and the health & safety risks
associated with it, we have developed a protocol to roll out
with each project. This includes a fact sheet for the contractor
to put up in their site office and include in toolbox meetings,
and a pre-electrofishing checklist completed by EOS staff and
the contractors on site to ensure everyone knows how to be
safe during fishing.

Construction work activities within waterways vary, so for this

reason the fish removal approach has to be customised to the type

Pre-electrofishing On-site Checklist

of site/fish present/construction activity. While electrofishing

EOS project code #:________________________________ Date:_____________________

is our most common method of fish removal, challenging site/

Site location:_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

activity conditions (e.g., high salinity, deep water, dredging) means

Client name:_______________________________________________________________________ & Cell #:_______________________
Onsite contact name:_________________________________________________________________ & Cell #:_______________________

we’re also well-versed using a range of alternative fish removal

Foreman/person in charge IS on-site
[BOTH of the below must be ticked to proceed...]

methods including Gee minnows and fyke netting, seine/drag

netting and electrofishing wet sediment removed from a river. In
addition to these we’ve safely extricated waikōura/freshwater

tailoring it to their specific site, the fish likely to be present, and
their construction schedule.

In the 12 months from 1 October 2017, we’ve rescued a whopping
9,671 fish/waikōura from construction sites within Canterbury.

Of these, 793 fish (in order of abundance: īnanga, giant bully, longfin
eel, bluegill bully, waikōura/freshwater crayfish, and lamprey) had
an ‘At Risk’ or ‘Threatened’ conservation status. The fish rescued
from these many construction sites could not have survived the

construction activities being undertaken, therefore this emphasises
the phenomenal worth of these fish rescues!
Emily & Nick
electrofishing
in St Albans
Creek.

One tiny stream –
one GIANT eel!
Siobhán v. ‘the
Colossus’,
St. Albans
Creek.
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Everyone onsite has been taken through the EOS Ecology
Electrofishing Fact Sheet and knows to stay away from the
“no-go” zone.

Foreman/person in charge on-site has confirmed that no one
will be on-site during electrofishing and has provided a verbal
briefing about all site-specific hazards and controls in-lieu of
on-site briefing and sign-in. Note details of hazards:

YES / NO

If YES – what & where? _________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

Electrofi
ing
fact sheesh
t

_____________________________________________________
Is access needed to an area within the “no-go”
zone while we are electrofishing? (circle one)

YES / NO

If YES – where & when? _________________________________________
Electrofishin
g entails pas
sing_____________________________________________________
a controlled
electric curr
ent
through wat
er and mud
_____________________________________________________
to
temporarily
stun fish
within a 15–
Are there any fish passage barriers in place? (circle one)
YES / NO
20
radius so they m
can
YES / NO
Are there any pumps running? (circle one)
be capture
d in
nets.
If NO – when will they be installed? ____________________________________

_____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

AROUND ELE

_____________________________________________________
Name – Foreman/person in charge: (please print above)

CTROFISHIN
As an elec
tric
G:
of electrocu current is running thro
_____________________________________________________
tion, heart
water ther
attack or deat ugh the
adhered to,
Signature
– eForeman/person
in charge: (please sign above)
is a
or
h
electrician’s approved safety cloth if proper safety mea real risk
sures are not
ing not worn
gloves).
(neoprene
This is espe
waders and
Date:______________________
cially prob
lematic whe
structures
which cond
n there are
uct electrici
metal obje
wire. Peop
cts
le must be
ty
aware of, and in the water e.g., brid or other items/
Wet vegetatio
ges, scaffoldi
avoid thes
e items at
ng, waratahs
be avoided. n or standing water
all times.
,
on the bank
s can also
Working on
conduct elec
wet, slippery
tricity and
must
banks incre
in contact
with electrifie
ases the risks
d water. So
of slipping
extra care
and falling
is needed
in – coming
on the bank
s beside the
SAFETy AC
fishing area
as well.
TIONS UN
DERTAKEN
Completion
By EOS EC
of
OLOGy WI
Checklist form a Pre-electrofishing
LL INCLUDE
On-site
.
:
Fishing team
yellow war
s
ning signs
least one first will have at
to mark “no
zones.
-go”
aid certified
member.
Only certified
electrofishin personnel will operate
Fishing will
g machine
be
ry.
in a safe and undertaken
responsible
manner at
all times.

JUST ONE NET FULL...This is the
catch from just ONE pass with
a drag net in the Woolston
Cut in the Heathcote
River during sediment
removal activities.
Further proof
why fish
rescues
rock.

[Tick ONE of the below...]
Site works have not yet begun, therefore site has no
construction related hazards or controls.

Is there any machinery operating on-site? (circle one

THE RISKS

Foreman/person in charge NOT on-site

EOS has been briefed on all site-specific hazards and has
signed into site.

[Complete ALL of the below...]

crayfish and kākahi/freshwater mussels. It’s satisfying developing
effective methods of fish removal with individual contractors –

info@eosecology.co.nz
www.eosecology.co.nz
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curiosity corner

QUIRKS OF NATURE
WE LOVE TO FIND

by Emily Demchick & Siobhán Culhane / Freshwater Ecology Scientists

Lovely little leeches:
This adult leech carries
important cargo – the next
generation! Juvenile
leeches will cling to
the adult until they
are mature
enough to go
it alone.

A SPECIES far from home:
Not quite their usual mangrove swamp
or sandy lagoon – these flamingos (found
during a site visit) prefer the wild jungles of
Lowry Bay, Wellington. We wonder if there’s a
lawn nearby feeling their loss?

Marvellous multicoloured mites:
They may be small (and make you
think about itching) but mites
are incredibly diverse and
morphologically varied.
They also provide a
pop of colour for
fun in freshwater
invertebrate
samples.
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SCIENCE STORIES

project updates...
fish habitat improvements

Grehan Stream restoration

by Shelley McMurtrie

by Shelley McMurtrie, Nick Hempston / Aquatic Ecology Scientist

Over the last two years we have been involved in a number of
Christchurch City Council Land Drainage Recovery projects,
where we have been able to provide ecological improvements
for waterways alongside the primary goals of flood capacity
improvement or bank erosion control.

Newly restored &
planted stream,
& īnanga
spawning
bank.

We have reported on these projects in the last two newsletters
so thought it was time to do an add-up of the stats for these in
relation to fish habitat improvements – so here it is!
Numbers based off design plans:

5,517 m channel edge with rough edge habitat for smaller fish.
939 tuna pipes installed to provide habitat for larger eels.

1,374 m channel with new gravels added to the streambed.
3,224 m

channel with cobble mid-channel cover added to the
streambed for smaller fish.

13 log vanes added to channel.
3,908 m

channel edge with new native planting right at
water’s edge (i.e., fresh plain planting).

Inputting freshwater ecology expertise into a multidisciplinary
team alongside engineers, flood modellers, and landscape
architects has been a win-win for both the community and the
waterways.
Eel pipe
installation,
Dudley
Creek

In 2014 the ECan Pollution Hotline received calls from local
residents reporting dead fish in Walnut Creek, a small stream in
Akaroa. Our investigation determined the cause to be a release
of cementitious products from culvert repair works, elevating
pH and ammonia in the stream. Following our identification
of suitable remediation options, a Restorative Justice process
and consultation with local groups culminated in a restoration
project being chosen for nearby Grehan Stream.

Grehan Stream restoration was about improving habitat and
īnanga spawning values, and improving flood flow capacity of
the channel. It was a collaboration between multiple parties, and
managed by the Banks Peninsula Conservation Trust. We created
low banks where īnanga can spawn and that maintain a narrow
low flow channel whilst not constricting flood flows, with a rock
edging helping to define the spawning area for when the stream
needs to be cleaned out. Rock vanes upstream of the spawning
zone direct the flow of water away from the bend in the stream,
protecting that bank from erosion.
The local area school and Water Zone Committee members were
out in force for the planting day, and are keeping a close eye on
the plants. We also developed an interpretation sign installed
on site to inform people about what has been created, and why.
It’s been a positive outcome to what was initially an unfortunate
event, and it has been great to see the local community rally
around and help make it happen.

How suspended
se
impacts stream he diment
alth

Planting day with
local community
& Akaroa
School.

Sediment in a stream
is natural, but too
much can cause
problems. Excess
sediment can block
light for algae, harm
fish gills and filter-fe
eding invertebrates
, smother habitat
adversely affect
and
visual appeal. The
fine loess sedime
the Port Hills stays
nt from
suspended in the
water column, causin
problems further
g
downstream in the
Ōpāwaho/Heathcote
River and the Avon-H
eathcote Estuary/Ihuta
i.
All the following
species are impact
ed by suspended
sediment in some
way:

WAyS TO REDuC
E SEDImENT INPuT:
There’s no single
measure that will
significantly redu
sediment input and
lead to improving
the health of C
Stream. A combin
ation of the followin
g are needed..
Ensure:
•

better auditing/chec
king that sedime
nt control ru
strictly adhered
to
hill subdivisions
use stormwater
treatment system
work for hill catchm
ents
• the steeper
and most erodib
le slopes in the catch
are revegetated
• the lower reache
s of hill tributaries
are transformed
shallow, wide wetlan
ds
• all tributaries
(hill or flat) are fenced
and planted.
Avoid:
•

Kākahi/freshwater
mussel
Echyridella

Mayfly
Coloburiscus

Waikōura/freshwater
crayfish Paranephrops

Caddisfly
Helicopsyche

•
Bluegill bully
Gobiomorphus hubbsi

•
•

Juvenile longfin eel
Anguilla dieffenb
achii
all photos © Shelley

McMurtrie

•

forestry on steep
erosion-prone soils
over-grazing of hill
pasture
allowing urban develo
pments to have
exposed soil
during the winter
months
unnecessary cutting
of hillside slopes
.

How CSCG is help
ing improve the hea
lth of Cashmere
Stream
• On the groun
d action – we

The CSCG is active
in the catchment
on a
number of fronts:

• Environment
al watchdogs –
group
memb
ersīnang
recordawater clarity
adult
at multiple
sites throughout
the catchment, to
pinpoint sites of
concer n and highlig
ht
the need for more
effective remedial
action. This is ongoin
g since 2010.
• Advocates –
we make submis
sions on
public policy and
resource consen
ts,
to promote more
effective sedime
nt
and erosion contro
l requirements and
promote the establi
shment of wetlan
ds
and riparian plantin
g.
• Better solutio
ns – we have worked
with developers
to trial new measu
res
to control erosion
.

īnanga eggs

This section of Greha
n Stream has been
restored
specifically to impro
ve īnanga/whiteba
it spawning
habitat. Īnanga are
one of five native
fish species that
make up NZ’s white
bait run. They only
spawn at the
saltwater wedge
– a short section
of stream where
freshwater meets
the saltwater of the
incoming tide.
Restor

The restoration
project has create
d low
banks in these areas
which
have all the ingred
ients for
successful spawn
ing and egg
survival. As floodi
ng is a risk in
this urban area, the
spawning
banks are designed
to
be low and easily
overtopped.

sea

ning habitat cond

Īnanga spawn in areas
where
‘spring’ high tides
can reach, but the
water isn’t too salty.
During these ‘spring’
high tides īnanga
can lay their eggs
in
vegetation high up
the river banks, above
the normal river flow
height.
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itions:

Gently sloping bank

Ideally the riverban
k will be
a gentle slope rather
than a
steep edge as this
means
is more easily accessib there
le bank
area for īnanga to
lay their
eggs on.

you are here
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Ru
e

Ideal īnanga spaw

Right distance from

Jol
ie

ation of īnanga spawn
ing sites is impor
sadly, native fish
tant because,
populations in New
Zealand are in declin
Īnanga make up over
e.
90% of the whiteb
ait catch. If the habita
needed for their eggs
t
to survive is damag
ed or absent there
less eggs laid. Less
are
eggs = less īnang
a!

Eggs laid
in root mat

We need greater
awareness of the
sediment proble
direction
flow
m, a fresh
look at current
practices and a
determination to
strive
to improve the health
of our land and our
water. That’s the
challenge for all
of us
– as catchment
residents, land owners
,
land developers,
policy makers, planne
rs,
scientists and practio
This project was a
ners.
joint

effort between multiple

m CARE GROuP
COmmITTEE: Ken
Karen Whitla, Julia
Rouse (Chair), Dave
Fettes, Lesley Carr,
West, Robin Smith,
Devon midgley
CONTACT DETAILNew rock
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S: cashmerestre
amcaregroup@gmail.c
Newsletter Design
edgin
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helpsy –
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areas – aiding regula
r
stream maintenanc
e
and flood protection
works.

ation
Tall thick
grass

DO wE nEED tO
DO mOrE tO hElp
CAshmErE strEA
m?

Restoration of Cashm
ere Stream

This restoration project
was made possible
by
restorative justice
– where
infringement fines
for
environmental breache
s
are used for projects
that
benefit the commu
nity.

Upstream rock
organisations. It’s
a great
vanes were place
example of a Commu
d
nity,
Agency and Council
to help direct the
photo © Robin Smith
flow
partnership:
of water away from
the
stream bend. This
Let us know your
comm
ents
&
prote
find
out what else we’re
www.facebook.com cts the banks
up to at...
/Cash
from
mere
erosio
n. Strea mCareGro up
CASHmERE STREA

Good bank veget

A canopy of native
trees
and shrubs provide
shade for eggs while
not
dropping leaves in
large
quantities.

Interpretation sign installed on site.

work
with landowners
and local author
ities
to restore waterw
ays through fencing
,
planting and habitat
enhancement.

© Shelley McMurtrie

© Shelley McMurtrie

Plants rising from
water
for īnanga to hide
in
until high tide
‘Spring’ high tide

height
Normal river flow
height

No predators

Īnanga eggs are vulnera
ble
to hungry pests.

No pollution

by Shelley McMurtrie, Alex James
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As discussed in previous editions of this newsletter, EOS Ecology
was part of the 2010–11 Campbell Island Bicentennial Expedition
(CIBE) and undertook the most comprehensive survey of the
island’s freshwater systems to date. Our many oligochaete
specimens were sent to Adrian Pinder (a specialist taxonomist

Cashmere Stream Care Group – water clarity programme
by Shelley McMurtrie
We’ve been supporting the Cashmere Stream Care Group (CSCG)
since 2006, including helping them implement a water clarity
monitoring programme in their stream. After 8 years and
over 4,000 recordings, this is one of the most comprehensive
community sampling programmes we know of. Our data analysis,
sadly, shows there’s been a consistent downward trend in
water clarity since records started in 2010. Hill tributaries were
identified as the main source of the poor water clarity, with the
majority reading in the ‘extremely poor’ or ‘very poor’ groupings.

Download the full newsletter at...
www.eosecology.co.nz/Our-Projects/ScienceCommunication.asp

the

stream
newsletter from
m Care GroUP
(CsCG)

Cashmere strea

aUGUst 2018

Cashmere Stream water clarity results
CSCG monitoring sites:
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A report which tells the full story about the
water clarity in Cashmere Stream will be
available before the end of 2018.
N

If you would like to receive a digital copy
of this report please email your details to:
CashmereStreamCareGroup@gmail.com
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The catalyst for this
newsletter was the
International Erosion
conference being
Control Association
held in Christchurch
in August 2018.
‘More Blue, Less
The conference
Brown and Lots
theme of
of Green – when
in beautiful ways’
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This is mainly due to poor water clarity from
tributary waterways, especially hill tributaries.
At a water clarity reading of 9 cm (‘extremely
poor’) the hill tributary Worsleys Drain had
the lowest average clarity reading of all
monitored sites.
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38 cm at the downstream end = ‘very poor’
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Water clarity in Cashmere Stream progressively
gets worse along the length of the main stem.
The average water clarity reading goes from:
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With seed funding from InternetNZ, we’ve started development
on our STREAMED programme. This entails us loading all the
existing water clarity data onto a website. Future development
includes an app and interactive website which enables automatic
alerts to pollution watchdogs when prescribed trigger levels are
exceeded. This will help get an immediate response to sediment
discharge events, which will be needed to improve the health of
this much loved stream.
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Whilst they may be tiny, we are still very proud to have been part
of their discovery and to be linked to them by name. Go worms!

Find out more about Campbell Island Bicentennial Expedition at www.50south.org.nz/campbell-island/home
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in Australia) for identification. The findings have been astounding,
with at least 18 oligochaete species – including some new to
science – making up over one third of the 49 freshwater taxa
we have described from the island to date. This is the greatest
documented diversity of freshwater oligochaetes from a
subantarctic island. As the driving force and keen supporter
behind the CIBE, one new species – Macquaridrilus mcmurtrieae
– was named after our Principal Scientist Shelley McMurtrie in
2014, and one species of Biprostatus will soon be named after EOS
Ecology. The Biprostatus species is such a new discovery we don’t
even have a photo or diagram to show you; the paper about the
whole body of work is currently being published.
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Freshwater oligochaetes (worms)
on isolated oceanic islands present a
distributional enigma – as most islands
have origins independent of continental
landmasses, their freshwater fauna
en
2
ten
presumably arrived via air or seawater,
n
n i a l E x p e di t i o
which seems like a hard task for a
freshwater worm! Despite this enigma, the oligochaete fauna of
our subantarctic islands have been little studied.
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Campbell Island Bicentennial Expedition – new ‘EOS’ species!
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Note that we start with lots more ‘blue’ in the main stem, then we gather more and more ‘brown’ as the hill tributaries flow in, reducing water clarity.
Water clarity categories:
EXtrEmElY GOOD
VErY GOOD

1

pOOr
VErY pOOr
EXtrEmElY pOOr

2

The pie charts above show that the worst offenders for
extremely poor water clarity are the hill tributaries, and
one of the plains tributaries (Milns Drain). This significantly
impacts on the water clarity of Cashmere Stream main
stem, which goes from having 93% of samples in the
‘very good’ or better water clarity category in the
headwaters, to only 10% at the downstream end.
This also reduces water clarity in the Ōpāwaho/Heathcote
River, which Cashmere Stream flows into.

Hoon Hay Valley Stream – hill tributary

Cashmere Valley Drain – hill tributary

Worsleys Drain – hill tributary
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training a field agent army
NATURE AGENTS PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENT & ROLL-OUT
by Kirsty Brennan

Teams of students across Christchurch and Banks
Peninsula are training to become Nature Agents – building
an understanding of local freshwater ecosystems,
collecting scientific information about their streams and
taking action. They will enhance knowledge for all of us
about specific waterways through their long-term data
collection and reporting.
Nature Agents is a long-term participatory science programme
containing a kit of really cool monitoring equipment and specially
designed resources, training for how to use it, and data support.
Kids are immersed in a science programme alongside EOS Ecology
scientists. The methods selected for the Programme have been
chosen with end-users in mind – meaning they had to be easy to
understand and repeatable – so we can be confident in the data
being collected. The data is qualitative, and categorized in a way
that we can rely on what is being reported.

Programme funded by:
Ministry of Education’s Learning Experiences Outside the Classroom
(LEOTC) eotc.tki.org.nz/LEOTC-home – programme delivery
Sustainable Initiatives Fund (SIFT) – printed/digital resources
Brian Mason Trust – printed/digital resources
Environment Canterbury – Equipment Kits
EOS Ecology – overall programme

Students collect information about stream character, water
quality, invertebrates and habitat (in-stream and riparian)
– working through a series of data sheets which have been
specifically designed with their knowledge-level and handwriting
abilities in mind. Results are entered into an Excel spreadsheet
where automated graphing functions interpret their data. A
comprehensive set of printed resources steps them through each
task, including data entry and interpretation.

450 students have been inducted into the Programme since the
beginning of the year, and they’ve loved being part of a hands-on
science education programme. Their favourites are the “bugs”,
“getting in the water” and “getting out of maths class” – little did
they realise they were doing lots of maths outside! By the time
we’ve finished our initial roll-out there will be 1,350 trained Nature
Agents in Canterbury.

The teachers are supported with pre- and post-training information,
as well as classroom activities and sessions with our scientists.
We arrange teacher training workshops to build their confidence
for continued roll-out of the Programme over years to come. Also,
we’re connecting them with local community groups and other
organisations that can help support them on their journey.
The Nature Agents we’re educating now will be a well-informed
kaitiaki for our streams, to ensure they have a healthier future.
Enabling schools and communities to undertake their own
scientific investigations, in a way that can be interpreted and
communicated over time, will enable them to better understand
what planning/restoration needs to be done to sustain their local
waterways long-term. So far, participating schools have used their
new-found knowledge and kit/resources to voluntarily investigate
other local streams, and as part of wider environmental initiatives
they’re undertaking – including gaining interest and assistance
from other experts within their local community to help support
their endeavours.

For information on how your school/community
group can become a certified Nature Agency...
contact kirsty@eosecology.co.nz
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Students
from Duvauchelle
Area School doing their
monitoring training session
at Pawsons Stream.
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Team talk on site at start of field visit

how
?
fast

3.2 site characterisation:
describe your stream site

what
bugs
live
ther
e?

Site characterisation is a broad classification of your stream that defines the overall character of your site. This site
character information, which is based on a visual assessment, can be compared to the finer-scale measures from the
habitat data sheet, as a form of quality check. For example, ‘canopy character’ and ‘substrate character’ site-wide
estimates can be compared with the detailed shade and substrate measures from the habitat data sheet.
The following headings guide you through the different components that you will record for your site in your ‘site characterisation’ data sheet.

Nature Agents data sheet 1 / SITE CHARACTERISATION – describe your stream site

pg 1 of 2

EOS Ecology will complete this top gray section

Common data – front page

Stream name:

Date:

Site name:
General location:

Site #:
School/group:

Detailed location (circle one): top / bottom marker is

EOS Ecology will fill out the information in the gray box before
your first field visit, but it is important that you follow the
protocols in Section 3.1. For subsequent sampling trips copy
over this site information from the first field visit, checking that
all the details are the same.

programme resources

You will fill out the time and who recorded the data yourself on
all data sheets. Be as accurate and detailed as space allows.

Nature Agents is an EOS Ecology ‘Learning
Experiences Outside the Classroom’ (LEOTC)
programme for schools. As Nature Agents,
students become scientific investigators of their
local stream – gaining a better understanding of
their local freshwater environment and becoming
empowered to undertake effective action for
conservation. This resource book contains all the
information you need before/during/after your
field visit, and will be an invaluable resource for
your long-term monitoring programme.

Programme & resources developed,
designed & funded by...

SECTiOn 3.

SECTiOn 4.

TL

other

TR

no

Substrate character:

9

28

7

3

18

20

8

14

12

15
27
2

6

Equipment kit contents checklist: Some items provided may differ from those shown due to changes/availability.

a few/no clumps or strands)

Examples of some of
the printed resources
content – the full
Programme resource
book is 80 pages in
total, and the equipment
kit comes with many
laminated A3 reference
sheets for easy use in
the field.

pg 2 of 2

Site name:

Site #:

Tick ALL
found

Invertebrate type

Date:

Tick how many found of each bug type ID’d
1–4
5–19 20–99 100–499 500+
rare

1. water clarity tube x1

13. container with lid x5

25. A3 invertebrate ID poster x5

2. thermometer x1

14. magnifying glass x10

26. USB stick x1

3. pH test strips x1

15. paint brushes x8

27. pencils x4

Now you need to assess what Sensitivity Rating each of
your 5 most Common Taxa fits in, i.e., High/Medium/Low.

% of High/Medium/Low Sensitivity
bugs present at site

4. bucket x1

16. wash bottle x1

28. antiseptic gel x1

Each of the 5 most Common Taxa is worth 20% of your
final graph, e.g., 2 Medium rating bugs = 40%.

(for the 5 Most Common Taxa only)

5. forceps x5

17. multi-purpose tray x5

29. storage tub x1

6. pipettes x20

18. storage container x1

30. printed resources/data folder x1

Fill in your pie chart using the key to see an overview of
the 5 most Common Taxa indicator species present in
your stream.

7. petri dishes x20

19. 1 m measuring pole x1

31. A0 invertebrate ID poster x1

8. A3 invertebrate ID sheets (set of 3)

20. short plastic ruler x1

9. net x1

21. gravelometer x1

10. sieve x1

22. densiometer x1

name

11. bug sorting (ice cube) trays x5

23. tape measure x1

date

12. microscope x1

24. clipboard x3

signature

© EOS Ecology, 2018

low cover (less than 25% covered,

common

abundant

very
very very
abundant abundant

Tick 5 most common

each of these is worth 20%
on your pie chart below

LOW

Measuring the water clarity with a clarity tube

5

lots of long strands or thick clumps)

medium cover (50–25% coverage)

NATURE AGENTS PROGRAMM
E RESOURCES
Nature Agents data sheet
3 / invErTEBrATES

Sensitivity to
pollution/habitat
degradation rating

29

26

mostly (50+%)

high cover (over 50% coverage,

NATURE AGENTS PROGRAMME RESOURCES

....6

WHAT iT ALL mEAn
S ..............................
...............63
4.1 Storing your data...
........................................
...63
4.2 Entering your data
........................................
....64
4.3 understanding
what it all means ..........
...........66
4.4 Presenting and
analysing your data
.................68

30

22

Algae cover:
tick ONE
How much of the
streambed is covered
by algae?

19

WHAT WE dO in THE
fiELd ..............................
.....14
3.1 Site set-up ..........
........................................
......14
3.2 Site characterisat
ion:
describe your stream
site ..............................
..19
3.3 Water quality:
describe the curren
t state of the water
...........31
3.4 Freshwater inverte
brates:
What bugs live here
........................................
.41
3.5 Habitat:
details about stream
environment .......... ’s physical
........................................
...49
3.6 Packing up......
........................................
.......... 61

11
23

16

none/not much (<25%)
some (25–50%)

rapid/cascade

NATURE AGENTS PROGRAMME RESOURCES

........................................

17

13

tick ONE

© EOS Ecology, 2018

fiELd viSiT PrEP..........

24

4

even mix of both the above

Substrate surface silt cover:
Silt covers how much of
the bed substrate: tick ONE

........................................

21

25

tick ALL

specify:

mostly stones/rocks
mostly sand/silt/mud

tick ONE
What is the bottom of
the stream made of?

yes

pool
backwater

Stream name:

Training

2

building
lights

10+ m

riffle
run

2.1 Health & safety
........................................
.......... 6
2.2 Choosing your
stream site...............
...................7
2.3 deciding when
& how often to monito
r .............8
2.4 research your
catchment ....................
..............9
2.5 Before going sampli
ng ..............................
.......13

When you do a field visit, you may wish to print only the pages of the
programme resources that are needed for the monitoring (and even
laminate them so they can be used again next time). You will also need to
print off a set of data sheets to use.

The resources include data sheets for recording your monitoring information.
You will also receive a Microsoft Excel file that you will use to enter the data
from your data sheets into. The data file will collate all your results in one
place – so you have a record over time, and can use it to interpret what the
data means.

© EOS Ecology, 2018

TR

Present Dominant

Flow type:
How does the water
look/behave within
your site?

......1
Why Nature Agents
has been developed
.................1
What the Programme
includes ....................
.............2
Your equipment kit
........................................
...........3
Glossary of terms ..........
........................................
....5

Filing and storage of data sheets is important and your programme resources
come in a display book which you could also keep your data sheets in.

You will receive programme resources (i.e.,this booklet) in both printed
and digital forms (on your USB stick). These provide information about
monitoring your local waterway: what background information you can
find out about your catchment, how to set up and monitor your site, and
information that will help you interpret and communicate your results.

TL

inTrOduCTiOn ..........

10

EOS Ecology scientists will provide the initial Nature Agents training in the
field, so that you can be confident as to how to monitor your site, and help
you to ensure you monitor your site in the same way each time you go out,
ensuring that the data produced is comparable and reliable. Your training
session will be for a group of students and for as many teachers and
parent helpers that might be involved in continuing the programme. The
field visit provides training on how to monitor your site using the Nature
Agents equipment kit and provided resources, so you will be confident to
undertake a sampling round on your own or with other teachers. You will
receive a “pre-visit info pack” that provides detailed information about the
field visit and what to expect, and a pre-visit activity.

SCIENCE +
ENGAGEMENT

contents

© EOS Ecology, 2018

Printed resources

5–10 m

low coverage (less than 25% covered)

HiGH

fOLLOW-uP SuPPOrT and contacts for longer-term support.

TR

high coverage (over 75% coverage)
medium coverage (75–25% coverage)

road
path

rural

tend to be adversely affected
by pollution/poor habitat, so are
found in high quality streams

dATA fiLE for recording your data

•

partial cover (some overhanging trees)
heavy cover (lots of overhanging trees)

mEdium

•

open canopy (little/no overhanging trees)

Man-made Present within 5 m of each bank – tick ALL
structures: TL TR
none
conservation land

if YES describe:

What the Programme Includes

PrinTEd rESOurCES – instructions for sampling, recording your data
and interpreting your results

tick ONE
How much shade
is provided to
the stream by
overhanging trees?

Macrophyte cover:

permanent fence
temporary fence/wire

19

EquiPmEnT kiT – for your school to keep

exotic
native
urban

Canopy cover:

tick ONE
How much of the
streambed is covered
by aquatic plants?

horticulture (crops, orchards etc.)

Dominant use

<5 m

31

•

TR

pasture (farm animals, paddocks etc.)

forest/shrub land

TL

1

•

looking DS

TL

houses/school
construction/building site
artificial surface
industrial/commercial
designated park/reserve

Evidence of farm animals in stream:

– Parent helper, Lyttelton School

fiELd viSiT with up to 60 students (plus teachers & adult helpers)
where everyone gets practical experience undertaking sampling

looking DS

Other photos:

Tick if NO fence at all:

“I was so impressed by this! I love that
the kids are gaining vital knowledge
and responsibility for their natural
surroundings. They were so interested
and actively involved too.”

PLAnninG SESSiOn and other programme information

DS end of site: looking US

IF your dominant land use type was RURAL:

SECTiOn 2.

•

Site lgth (m):

US end of site: looking US

tick ONE

© EOS Ecology, 2018

•

E

Site photo numbers:
record image numbers
from your camera so they
are easy to identify later

farming

SECTiOn 1.

The Programme includes:

GPS (bottom mark):N

Land use: Present on each side of the waterway – tick ALL

not particularly adversely affected by pollution/poor
habitat, so are found in a wide range of streams

Equipment kits
funded by...

Person/s:

tend to be tolerant of pollution/poor habitat, so are found in
all types of streams, including poor quality ones

Printed resource production
funded by...

m US / DS of...

fill in a pie chart with your results:

20%

20%

HiGH sensitivity
mEdium sensitivity

20%

20%

Receipt of complete kit on behalf of school signed for by:

LOW sensitivity

Kirsty to provide scr

20%

© EOS Ecology, 2018

eenshot

NATURE AGENTS PROGRAMME RESOURCES

GIS module for Nature Agents
To take Nature Agents data to the next level, we’re developing
a Geospatial Information System (GIS) module for the
Programme. By viewing their catchment on a map – with
information such as roads/land cover/stormwater inputs
overlaid – our Nature Agents will be able to look at their
monitoring data within a wider context. This will allow
students to interrogate their data further and come up with
practical solutions to improve their streams.

To date we’ve developed a spatial data set for each monitoring
site, as well as a GIS training manual. Not only does this create
a deeper understanding of the data, it addresses parts of the NZ
Curriculum in the digital learning space.
We’re also looking to a future where our GIS module is able to
display the Nature Agents monitoring data online.
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• Provide stormwater storage and some
treatment.
Layout of enhancement area in the Whauwhautahi
• Enhance amenity value. Stream. Enhanced areas are shown in red with
channel numbers indicated.
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2.

1. Series of eight fish
habitat restoration
case studies, suitable
for general public (DOC).

2. A0 poster about nitrates in
aquifers for public meetings (ECan).

3. Interpretation & directional signage for
Riccarton House & Bush walking trails.

3.

sharing the love Canterbury Aoraki Conservation Board Awards
by Kirsty Brennan
We were proud to be finalists in the Canterbury Aoraki
Conservation Board Awards (announced November 2017) for
our work educating more than 2,000 young people about īnanga
via our Whaka Īnaka and Environment Investigators engagement
programmes over the last few years.

This year we were happy to pass on the prize money to Kindercare
Ferry Road, an early childhood centre who participated in both
these programmes in 2016–2017. The young environmentalists
were gifted a National Īnanga Spawning Education Programme
– Te Whāriki/Early Childhood Education kit full of fun learning
material about īnanga. These materials were produced last year by
EOS Ecology/Whitebait Connection and are heaps of fun.
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As well as producing the written and
visual content for all our engagement
programmes developed in 2018, we
continued to provide infographic,
interpretive signage and general science
communication writing and design
services to our clients. Here’s just a tiny
selection of the many interesting projects
we enjoyed working on this year...
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ENGAGEMENT IN ACTION...

9 6
6 7
KIDS
inspired
5 6
by EOS-led engagement programmes
1 oct 2017–30 sept 2018
4 5
1 2
investigating īnanga 4 1
Working alongside Avon Ōtākaro Network (AvON),
3 0
we piqued the curiosity of 240 4–14 year-olds
about their local natural environment in the 2 9
eastern suburbs of Christchurch. They did some
1
classroom-learning and discussions using provided
0
resources, then we took them into the field to see
it all in person. They came up-close-and-personal
9
with īnanga through the resources and experience
3
0 1
1 0
2 9
6

we could provide. All students saw īnanga eggs
in the wild – as well as a few spiders and crabs.
Thanks to Unlocking Curious Minds for the funds!

photo © Kathryn Bates

photo © Simon Makker

eel experience
We’ve been doing public intro sessions to the
longfin eels living in the ‘tuna townhouses’
installed during restoration of the Ōtākaro/
Avon River.

“We really enjoyed our morning.
You have no idea how much discussion
has arisen from our trip. There was an
excellent piece of writing “How an Eel
Feels”...we were blown away quizzing the
children about things they just have to
share with others that are related to eels.
Two families have been back to feed the
eels. One mother said that a small packet
of mince provided a great deal of very
cheap entertainment for her family and
the tourists in the area.”
– Jane Radford, Teacher, St. Andrews College

“I liked best getting down on our hands
and knees and getting down to the
roots of the grass to find the eggs, and
finding the eggs was very satisfying
and finding the freshwater crab”
– Callum, Year 5, Banks Ave School

photo © Kathryn Bates
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369 648 & WAIKŌURA RESCUE STATISTICS 1 oct 2017–30 sept 2018
4702 53
583 74
6194 026
725 39 Banded kōkopu (Galaxias fasciatus)
08360 15
1749 280
2509 41 Lamprey ammocoete (Geotria australis)
3601 793
4982 060
5093 29 Black flounder (Rhombosolea retiaria)
7041 95
98269 180 Brown trout (Salmo trutta)
037 40
1589 793
260 906 Juvenile galaxids (Galaxias spp.)
471 820
CONSERVATION
593 597
604 1900 Elver (Anguilla spp.)
STATUS OF identified
2059 486098
NATIVE SPECIES RESCUED
3019 9375 Redfin bully (Gobiomorphus huttoni)
Does not include introduced fish and
492 9788
native fish not identified to species.
0083 624
187990 677153 Waikōura (Paranephrops zealandicus)
207 6056
extinct
8691 0429 Flounder (Rhombosolea spp.)
0679 453059
5089 10834
critical
564 49290 Juvenile bully (Gobiomorphus spp.)
9784 72330
536 18986 Bluegill bully (Gobiomorphus hubbsi)
734 219072
endangered
256 7501
231 186960 Longfin eel (Anguilla dieffenbachii)
4510 49007
vulnerable
1
2003 55903
40991 99648 Upland bully (Gobiomorphus breviceps)
9203 429
9808 5337 Giant bully (Gobiomorphus gobiodes)
declining
574
10297 184
7909 22607
18660 315 Triplefin (Fosterygion nigripenne)
98705 16902
recovering
597 00458 Īnanga (Galaxias maculatus)
96448 69193
653 94780
relict
375 7236 Common smelt (Retropinna retropinna)
422 8790
634 1526 Shortfin eel (Anguilla australis)
naturally
1105 790
218
uncommon
320 1458
0942 6903 Common bully (Gobiomorphus cotidianus)
not
1998 5470
8778
310 923
threatened
Yelloweye
mullet
(Aldrichetta
forsteri)
6
720 491
99619 32580
850 21749
749 1036 TOTAL
INDIVIDUALS RESCUED from Canterbury waterways
63 0925
52 914
41 03
30 92
29 1
1 0
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